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I would like to give a big, shout out to Brandon Heise for always
helping with IT issues during meetings and also for helping me
setup equipment when needed.

I appreciate his help greatly! I can always count on him and his
expertise. Thank you!
Not sure who did it, but wanted to THANK whoever put the
wonderful rugs in the N/E entrance to Lot 29. It gets so slippery in
Anne Murphy
there on our rainy, wet days and finding them this week was so
nice!! Thank you for listening to our needs for the safety of
everyone involved!!
Kristy Burg and Carolyn Martin in the Registrar's Office have both
been fantastic resources! Although the Registrar's Office is
constantly so busy, they respond quickly to all questions whether
it's an issue in Titan Web or a room request. Your assistance is
Renee Pasewald
always so greatly appreciate by me personally and I know I am
not alone. At the COLS Admin Assistant meeting last week
everyone agreed you both have been such a treat to work with.
Thank you!
I would like to give a huge thank you to Cindy Schultz. She is not
only busy with her everyday tasks but gives her time to many
Gina Schiavone other groups on campus as well as volunteer services. Cindy
always has an open door. I really appreciate her knowledge and
willingness to help.
I would love to send a huge shout out to Sherry Nedens for her
excellent work and dedication to the staff and students in Project
Success. Sherry's hard work and dedication has helped increase
Anonymous
student involvement and form a community within Project
Success. She is also a wonderful and very supportive colleague.
I am lucky to have her on our team. :)
Big thank you to Angie Hammond in Political Science. Angie
covers the History Department over the summer months. It is a
Gina Schiavone huge relief having her support our department. Angie always has
a huge smile on her face, that is contagious! Thank you from the
whole History Department!
There are so many people to thank, but I would like to say a
special thank you to Mary Bartelt in the College of Education and
Chris Hendee
Human Services. She has been very kind, supportive, and
invaluable in teaching me the ropes in my new position.
I would love to give a shout out to Lacey Beaman, from Project
Success for her hard work and dedication to our students.
Lacey's level of commitment, kind heart and hardworking attitude
Ashley Lewandowski helps our students achieve in there academics and social lives
everyday. Her passion and attitude makes her an amazing and
supportive colleague. I am lucky to be able to work and learn
from her each day.
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I would like to thank Lisa Goetsch for her ongoing drive to be a
positive and motivated role model on campus. Lisa is always
quick to greet others with cheery hello and a smile. Whenever I
have a question or need a resource, Lisa is always willing to help
guide me in the right direction.
A big thank you to Marc Nylen for not only supporting his staff,
but student services and custodians at GCC as well!
I want to recognize Rebecca Habeck for all her hard work in the
Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures! She is such a
positive presence in our department and works diligently to make
sure all needs are met. She always has a big smile on her face
and is a wonderful, caring individual. Thanks, Rebecca, for all
you do!!
I would like to send a huge thank you to Joshua Becken,
Graduation Examiner in the Registrars Office. He makes my job
of advising students so much smoother when he drops what he is
doing to help read a STAR report and figure out how we need to
fix them. He devotes his time to helping whenever possible.
Thank you Josh!! Great work and I appreciate you!
Thank you to Brenda Garza for her invaluable support!
I would like to like to extend my gratitude to those who have played a critical role in the
success the McNair Program. First and foremost, I would like to thank the faculty
mentors who dedicated countless hours of their time to help our scholars design and
conduct their research, and who patiently read and reread drafts of the papers,
providing critical guidance. Without your time and effort, we would not be here today.
Secondly, I would like to thank Dr. Crystal Mueller and the student mentors at the
Writing Center who were always there for our scholars, helping them with everything
from editing their final papers to crafting the personal statements, so essential to
graduate school applications. I was very grateful to Wayne Abler from Learning
Technologies who, with twenty-four hours notice, brought his video recording
equipment by to record student presentations. Dr. Michael Jasinski deserves special
praise not only for providing the students with oral feedback during their initial
PowerPoint presentations but also for volunteering his time to read the scholarsâ€™
drafts and providing written feedback to each and every one of them. I am extremely
grateful to Rich Marshall from Career Services and Dr. Crystal Mueller who were
always available to provide me with wise council and dedicated two days of their time
to presenting to and working with the scholars at the annual Graduate Retreat. I would
also like to extend a special thanks to Dr. Gabriel Loiacono, Dr. Fredi Giesler, Dr. Yoko
Mogi-Hein and Patrick Klepp, a former McNair scholar, all of whom stepped in at the
last minute to volunteer their time and expertise at the annual McNair Poster
Workshop. I would be remiss not to mention Bob Roberts, Director of the Grants and
Faculty Development, and his dedicated staff, in particular Cindy Maas and Leah
Mann, who have, despite their busy schedules, always been there in a time of crisis.
Michelle Highley in Administrative Services also deserves special kudos for getting us
through some tight spots with travel and the like. As we begin recruiting for our next
cohort, I have received e-mails from multiple members of the UWO faculty wishing to
nominate outstanding students for the McNair Program. It is through contacts such as
these that we reach the students who can most benefit from the incredible
opportunities that McNair affords through its preparation of first generation, low income
students as well as underrepresented minorities for the pursuit of doctoral degrees. It
takes individuals from all corners of a university to make a McNair Program trive. Keep
up the great work and never hesitate to send outstanding undergraduates to visit me
and my new administrative assistant, Corina van Duser, in 319/320 Halsey.
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I would like to compliment Dr. Crystal Mueller on her work with
the Writing Lab. She has transformed student reluctance to
10/20/16
revise into a necessary challenge. I am seeing progress in WBIS
students and credit her leadership and her tutors
I would like to let Chris Konrad know how much his assistance
and go get it attitude really makes a difference. He is a great
person to work with and is extremely helpful. I am very glad that
he chose to become a SAP for Resident Life, some days I'm not 10/20/16
sure what I would do without him.
Thank You Chris for being you.
I would like to send a big thank you to Cathy Deringer and other
members of the grounds crew. They have helped so much in
preparing for Tent City on Saturday. I don't know what I would I
have done without them. Thanks again!
Dana Hartel and the staff in our Parking Services are awesome.
For my Humans of Oshkosh projects, I routinely have guest
speakers, community partners and collaborators coming to
campus to meet with my students. Even when I give them little
notice about securing parking passes, they always come through.
Thank you, Dana, and all the uber-cool humans of Parking
Services.
I would like to compliment Michelle Highley and Nicole RichterSmith in admin services for all they do. I can imagine that many
times it is a thankless job. They have always been professional
and willing to help to make my job as efficient as possible. I
appreciate that and them.
I would like to compliment Bob Veltus from the Department of
Facilities Management. My office has been, in my opinion,
abnormally cold. Bob took time to come in remedy the problem,
explain how the heating/cooling systems worked, and followed up
a few days later to see if the office temperature had improved. I
can imagine how busy Bob is, and I really appreciate the extra
time he took to fix this problem.
Mary Bartelt in the COEHS Dean's Office has been so helpful! I
am new to learning the ropes in this college and she finds the
time to figure out my questions all the while learning her own new
position as Dean's Assistant and for a while, doing her old
position at the same time. She's amazing and I am fortunate to
have her as a resource. Thank you Mary!!
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